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From Hard Bed to Luxury Home: The Metamorphosis of HM Prison 

Pentridge 

Given all the uncomfortableness, fears, shame, and troubles associated with memories of 

Australian carceral history, it is surprising that Australians are interested in reusing sites of 

decommissioned prisons at all. The uncomfortable past juxtaposes basic ideas of 

preservation, not to mention the further transformation of old gaols to places for comfortable 

residences and shops. Her Majesty’s Prison Pentridge is used here as a case study, where the 

exact site of a century-and-a-half of notoriously brutal incarceration and source of 

uncomfortableness to the local community was transformed to residential and mixed-use 

developments. Perhaps due to those memories slipping away, or probably due to pragmatic 

economic opportunities allowed by urban consolidation policies, such acute transformation 

became possible. This paper joins an unsettled debate surrounding the phenomena of 

converting old prisons to contemporary buildings and shops inhabited by non-prisoners using 

Pentridge as a recent example. 
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Introduction 

In the 20th century and after years of operation, most of the heritage-listed Australian gaols 

were decommissioned and closed. Interest in Australia’s heritage gaols lies in – besides their 

architectural and tangible significances – their dark histories and the uncomfortable stories they 

tell. Pragmatically, and perhaps explained by the international rise in an emergent type of tourism 

named ‘uncomfortable heritage’ or ‘dark’ tourism in the last few decades (Prodan 2011; Hartmann 

2014; Casella and Fennelly 2016; Turner 2016; Carr and Hayes 2017; Light 2017), adapting 

obsolete Australian heritage gaols for reuse into museums is a common strategy (Shehata et al. 

2018). Visiting heritage prisons is one of the recent fields defined by Waterton and Smith (2013, 

p. 56) as “negative” and sometimes “difficult” experiences. This research adopts the definition of

‘uncomfortable heritage’ as laid out by Waterton and Smith (2013), in that it represents the status 



of unavoidable dissonance of the communities towards their own heritage, a notion that will be 

felt as this paper progresses. Interpretations under this framework approaching heritage gaols as 

part of the global rise in dark tourism has been extensively explored in works of others such as 

Wilson (2005) and Witcomb (2012). Visiting dark histories of former gaols has gained wide 

popularity as evidenced by some 357,411 tourists who visited the Port Arthur Historic Site in 

2018–19 (Port Arthur Historic Site Management Authority 2019). 

Thus, what may seem unconventional is the adaptive reuse of a few gaols to different sorts 

of functions. For example, in Australia, HM Prison Bendigo was adaptively reused as a theatre 

and part of a local high school. Her Majesty’s Prison Pentridge (HMPP) in Melbourne presents a 

further unusual case, as it was transformed into a residential and mixed-use development (Figure 

1). HMPP has turned from a place where prisoners would have paid anything to flee from a place 

where people are willing to live in and around its walls. Its confining walls, which have made it a 

separate world inside its neighbourhood, is undergoing significant changes to integrate this world 

back into the community. This intense metamorphosis from “the locus of a century-and-a-half of 

notoriously brutal incarceration into a dozen or so hectares of house-and-land packages” as 

described by Wilson (2005, p. 117) beckons this analytical scrutiny. The aim in this paper is first 

to highlight main issues of HMPP’s uncomfortable side, synthesize some of the work done to 

convert HMPP to a mixed-use precinct, and add to the discussion of the factors surrounding its 

transformation over the two decades since its closure as a prison. 



Figure 1. A screenshot of the developer’s website promoting relaxing and comfortable new 

residential developments with relics of HM Pentridge Prison in the background. Source: Shayher 

Group (n.d). 

HM Prison Pentridge in Coburg 

In June 1837, a village on Aboriginal land eight kilometres north of Melbourne was first 

cited as ‘Pentridge’ (Broome 1988; Lynn and Armstrong 1996). Pentridge Village was sited on 

proclaimed land as part of lands development in Melbourne’s surroundings in a way that impacted 

heavily on the Traditional Owners of the land: the Woi-wurrung people of the Kulin Nation 

(Broome 1987). The Woi-wurrung were part of the larger East Kulin speakers whose identity was 

based on a shared language and connection to the land for thousands of years (Goulding Heritage 

Consulting pty ltd 2006). Woi-wurrung dispossession of land took place not just through 

displacement, but also through disconnection. The land was sold in 11 lots in 1839 and divided by 

fences. Bush was cleared partly for the appropriation for roads and buildings, and for firewood; 

wetlands were drained. For the Woi-wurrung, who had a spiritual connection to the land through 

at least 34 Places (Goulding Heritage Consulting pty ltd 2006) for thousands of years (Broome 



1987), these changes had a destructive impact on all aspects of their health and wellbeing. 

Additionally, frontier clashes, murders (Mann 2017), and introduced diseases led to a dramatic 

decline in the population (Wurundjeri Tribe and Compensation Cultural Heritage 2013) in, 

definitely, the first series of dark incidents taking place in this area. 

HMPP was established in 1850 in that site by the orders of Superintendent La Trobe (Allom 

Lovell & Associates 1996) for the detainment of prisoners doing hard labour and served as 

Victoria’s central prison until its full closure in 1997 (Victorian Heritage Register 1998; Osborne 

2015). During its years in operation, HMPP exerted a dominating influence, both visually and 

psychologically, on the surrounding suburban community (Wilson 2005). The first documented 

uncomfortableness of the local community caused by HMPP was in 1850 when the local 

community was dismayed and alarmed to learn that a penal stockade1 (Figure 2) was to be erected 

in proximity to schools and churches. In its early days, it had weak restrains to hold the most 

dangerous gangsters of Australia inside from endangering life and property in the area (Broome 

1988; Lynn and Armstrong 1996; Osborne 2015). The locals’ fears came true soon with the first 

escape in 1851 – and there were a number of those throughout its operational life. Armed warders, 

troopers from Aboriginal Peoples 2  and bullets flying in the air tracking the escapee have 

continuously terrorized farmers and caused irritating events to residents (Broome 1988). Every 

time there was an escape, local people would lock their doors and windows, anticipating murderers 

or rapists lurking in the alleys or hiding in their shed or backyard and taking some of the children 

1 Stockade: a collection of huts on wooden wheels, made so in order to be moved easily about the country 

to where prison labour was required in the making of roads or quarrying stone. These huts were 

enclosed by a rough wooden fence. 
2 Sometimes referred to as ‘Native Police’ who faced frequent discrimination and did not like the work they 

did at Pentridge as nothing in their culture’s organisation would have resonated with the role of prison 

guards. Source: Goulding Heritage Consulting Pty Ltd. 2006. Moreland post-contact aboriginal 

heritage study, report to moreland city council. 



as hostages. This fear justifies houses around the gaol having unusually over-armed back doors 

with bars and locks (Wilson 2005). 

The abundance of local bluestone and the rising criminal population of gold rush Victoria 

transformed the temporary stockade into a permanent penitentiary (The School of Historical & 

Philosophical Studies 2008). The six-meter high bluestone walls constructed by the early 1860s 

slowed down the hail of prisoner escapes (Broome 1988) but also manifested a ‘visual monolith’ 

in the suburbs (Wilson 2005; Mann 2017). Indeed, HMPP’s influence on the townscape has been 

a source of discomfort for travellers between the most prominent two cities in the continent – 

Melbourne and Sydney – but more dreadful and repugnant for people who lived in the surrounding 

suburb. “… [HMPP] was built to resemble, more than anything else, a medieval castle” (Wilson 

2011, p. 565). Wilson (2011) perceives that constructing a building with the intention of locking 

people in, along with the ornaments of a fortress intended to keep attackers out aligned with the 

ideals of the moralist reformers of that time. Their aim was not just to correct those who had 

committed a crime, but also to discourage others from imitating such acts. Thus, the prison was 

purposely designed to convey a warning message for those outside – in a hostile manner – 

regarding the unpleasant penalties that await whoever may not abide by the law, and the virtuous 

power enforcing those penalties (Wilson 2011). “Turn a corner behind the Coburg Primary School, 

and there they [referring to its bluestone walls] abruptly rise” (Mann 2017, p. 4). Parents, 

schoolteachers, and clerics pointed it out for the kids while driven past it as a sort of warning for 

misbehaving (Broome 1988; Osborne 2015; Mann 2017). Mann (2017) states that its dark towers 

and armed guards have figuratively declared ‘do not break the rules’ or this will be your home. 

“Good and evil are symbolically and uniquely meshed as several churches and schools share a 

common back fence with […] Victoria’s foremost gaol” (Broome 1987, p. ix). 



 

Figure 2. Sketch of the Stockade at Pentridge, Good Friday, 1853. Source: Jarrett, State Library 

of Victoria. There are no copyright restrictions on this work. 

The prison’s grey walls, towers, and hefty cell blocks are still visible from many of the 

local roads and suburbs hundreds of metres away due to its perched position (Shehata et al. 2020). 

In a metaphoric juxtaposition, Mann (2017, p. 4) describes the rivalry relationship between the 

gaol’s architecture and its residential suburban neighbourhood stating: “Verandahs and carefully 

preened suburban gardens overlook long stretches of the wall, and its gun towers look back”. Mann 

continues and sarcastically describes the proximity of HMPP to its neighbourhood, saying that 

Coburg’s community is used to prisoners of HMPP living and sleeping among them. This 

proximity rendered the neighbourhood ‘not pleasant’ due to the sounds of the prison’s bells and 

guards, which were entirely within the hearing (Broome 1988; Lynn and Armstrong 1996). 

Most of Victoria’s notorious criminals were imprisoned there between 1900 and the 1990s, 



and it witnessed many hangings in the same period. In 1922, when Melbourne Gaol was closed, 

HMPP became the venue for all hangings of Victoria. The beam and trapdoor were re-erected in 

the central corridor of ‘D’ Division (Osborne 2015) at the very doors of Coburg’s city schools, 

Christian churches, and a civic centre. Eleven (Osborne 2015) or a dozen (Broome 1988) hangings 

took place between 1930 and 1967 inside HMPP. Using estimated calculations, Mann presumed a 

total of 289 people committed suicide within the walls of the prison, comprising 61% of all deaths 

in custody. Full records of the exact total number of deaths in custody at HMPP over its operational 

life do not exist, but is estimated it to be 472 deaths (Mann 2017). For the general Australian 

population between 1980 and 1982, suicide accounted for roughly 2% of deaths, compared to the 

61% seen in HMPP. Murder accounted for 0.0019% of deaths, while in HMPP, it accounted for 

9% during the same general period. Death was more common behind HMPP’s walls. 

Even HMPP’s recent history of modern reform methods from the 1970s onwards shows 

brutalizing psychological conditions and the abuse of power (Carlton 2007). The high-security 

Jika Jika unit (Figure 3) that operated from 1979/1980 until HMPP’s closure showed a shift in 

strategy from reliance primarily on overt physical violence to a combination of environmental and 

psychological control (Minogue 2009), similar to many modern prisons in the late 19th century as 

per Foucault in Gutting (2005) and Hancock and Jewkes (2011). According to Carlton (2007)  and 

Mann (2017), Jika Jika’s brutal architecture was based on overseas trends and new methods of 

psychological control, including sensory deprivation, behavioural modification, social isolation, 

total surveillance, and security. The regime was designed to break down the mental defences of 

prisoners through its physical structure and a psychologically corroding regime. It was theorized 

that this would render the individual malleable, and therefore able to be shaped into an acceptable 

member of society (Mann 2017). 



 

Figure 3. Jika Jika Supermax Division in Pentridge, now demolished. Image from Mann (2017) 

and reproduced with permission of the Department of Justice and Community Safety. 

There is no starker illustration of the inhuman rehabilitation methods in Jika Jika than the 

fact that the triggering incident in the barricade and fire in its wings that claimed the lives of five 

prisoners in 1987 was the rejection of a decision to reclassify Robert Wright, who had been 

imprisoned in Jika Jika for seven years (Brown 2009). Prisoners barricaded themselves into Side 

2 of Unit 4 and started a fire. While the staff response was tardy (Mann 2017), the gaol’s 

firefighting plan failed when five bodies were dragged from the smoke-filled airtight unit. As per 

Carlton’s investigation, official statements in response to the incident resorted to criminal records 

to deflect attention from abuse. 

This soul-destroying institution was not only the ultimate in prisoner sufferings but also a 

source of grim for intimate neighbouring communities. For the local community, HMPP’s dark 



resemblance related to the co-existence and identity of their neighbourhood, which has been a 

source of discomfort. Osborne (2015) describes HMPP’s buildings as having a strong, musty smell 

that lingered long outside its gates. Prison staff reported that they could never wash that smell from 

their uniforms, which perhaps indicated a form of social stigma regarding the nature of their work 

(Turner 2016). 

The ‘not pleasing’ effect also materialized when proximate houses to HMPP were 

repeatedly reported to undergo price diminution on many occasions. Farmers and locals reported 

impacts on property values three times in the mid-1800s, and once in 1945, following campaigns 

to move HMPP elsewhere (Broome 1988). Joseph Ackeroyd, the Inspector-General of Prisons, 

described this campaign to be based on selfish concerns of the locals to avoid the reduction of land 

values (Shehata et al. 2020). Standing beside three churches, three schools and the chambers of 

local government did not pardon lower property prices. The term Pentridge was frequently used 

as one of reproach, embarrassment, or disgust, resulting in the residents and Coburg’s city council 

never giving up their fight to rid HMPP from the identity of their suburb (The Australasian 1891, 

July 25; Broome 1988). The local community’s efforts deemed successful in changing the 

precinct’s name from Pentridge to Coburg in 1870 (Broome 1988; Mann 2017), and in reducing 

the overall size of the gaol twice, in 1864 and 1955 (Osborne 2015). Lynn and Armstrong (1996) 

described the moment when the prison officially announced its closure in 1997 as a victory for the 

residents of Coburg. The voices calling for its decommissioning for more than 150 years were 

finally heeded. 

However, HMPP’s dark legacy seems to be persistent. In 1994, when it was clear to 

prisoners that HMPP was to be closed and it was inevitable that the site would become a tourist 

attraction, a prisoner at the time said: 



Every atom of this place is tainted with pain, suffering and death. Men and women have 

suffered terribly in this place, they have wept their lives away night after night for almost 200 

years, some of their bodies are even buried over there [he said pointing towards the older parts 

of Pentridge]. A prisoner of Jika Jika, 1994 in Minogue (2009, p. 411) 

Also, Broome (1988) anticipated that the locale of HMPP would remain to provide a 

dramatic juxtaposition in the heart of Coburg for hundreds of years, even after its 

decommissioning. Mann (2017) confirmed that the knowledge of what happened behind HMPP’s 

walls – the horror, the hell, the hundreds of suicides, violent murders, state-sanctioned executions, 

and guard brutality – infuse any new developments on its site with blunt dread. Osborne reflected 

the same perception: 

 …[HMPP’s] history cannot be forgotten or swept away. No matter what its new owners do to 

lend Pentridge its sparkling new veneer, the dark, menacing structures at its heart remind us 

of how its inmates suffered in secrecy and silence behind those bluestone walls. (Osborne 

2015, p. 344) 

Pentridge’s afterlife 

Due to its architectural and historical significance, HMPP is listed as a State-heritage site 

with the number H1551 in the Victorian Heritage Register (Victorian Heritage Register 1998). 

Most of the 19th-century buildings and dividing walls, fences, and gates are of State architectural 

significance, while other early 20th-century structures are of Regional and Local significance 

under the Moreland Planning Scheme – listed as HO47 in the schedule to the heritage overlay 

(Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd. 2016b). Nonetheless, this site holds both pre-contact and post-contact 

Aboriginal cultural heritage significance due to being on the traditional land of the Kulin Nation. 

Archaeological evidence shows that the Aboriginal occupation of the region extended over 40,000 

years, as well as traces to Aboriginal prisoners at Pentridge. In that regard, HMPP is one of five 



places in Coburg (Moreland City Council) identified as having Aboriginal cultural associations 

(Goulding Heritage Consulting pty ltd 2006). 

Despite its multi-layered significance, the decision to sell the prison complex to private 

interests came quickly (Wilson 2005; Osborne 2015; Mann 2017). In 1999, the government sold 

off the sixty-acre site of HMPP to a development consortium, which was later divided and 

influenced major developments in and around the site (Figure 4). Shortly after obtaining the site, 

the developers started to demolish large sections of the outer and inner walls, as well as the H 

Division yards, the former new chapel, J Division, Jika Jika, much of G Division, several guard 

posts, and dozens of auxiliary buildings (Mann 2017). By 2000, the industrial area was adaptively 

reused to townhouses (Figure 5). In the ‘Industry Lane’ where gangs of prisoners worked in 

individual workshops making a variety of goods such as shoes and furniture, townhouses are now 

sold as boutique residences. Between 2009 and 2011, a housing estate and business precinct were 

developed in the southern section around and above the prison’s six-meter-high bluestone walls in 

a bold architectural statement (Figure 6). In order to maximise the return of investment, half of the 

cells of the D Division have been converted into wine cellars, and the building has been used for 

Mexican-themed parties, fashion parades, and other functions under the gallows in the same place 

where men and women were executed. Developers said they aimed to start work on a new one 

billion AUD residential development called Coburg Quarter. In this development, they planned to 

turn the prison’s old laundry into a bar, boutique brewery, and restaurant (Brook 2015). 

The northern part of the site, which contains most of the buildings that form the core of the 

old prison, has repeatedly changed hands. When the prison’s ownership was broken-up into two 

parcels in 2001, the developers who acquired the northern part of the site had proposed an 

ambitious redevelopment involving the construction of several high-residential complexes, but 



many of the plans were discontinued. More humbled developments went through such as 

townhouses at the north-east corner of the site (Figure 7), as well as an apartment block beside the 

former parade ground close to B Division in 2008 (Mann 2017), while the Boot factory right at its 

feet became a café (Figure 8). 

The northern section was acquired in 2013 by the developers who are today packing more 

and more housing into the site. Some original buildings and the prison’s iconic castellated façade 

are currently being turned into a commercial mixed-use precinct. The masterplan supports a wide 

range of typologies, including dwellings with home-based office opportunities, studio apartments, 

2 or 3 bedroom apartments, multi-level apartments, and serviced accommodation (Contour et al. 

2014).  

 

Figure 4. Context Diagram. Adapted after Contour et al. (2014). 



 

Figure 5. Townhouses in Industry Lane. Image by Waled Shehata. 

 

 

Figure 6. Apartment units on top of the bluestone walls of Pentridge. Image by Waled Shehata. 

 



 

Figure 7. Apartments north of the former industries. Image by Waled Shehata 

 

Figure 8. Apartment block constructed in 2008. Image by Waled Shehata 

Part of the undergoing hotel part of HMPP’s redevelopment is intended to be in B Division 

where some cells will be adaptively reused as hotel rooms while others will be preserved as a 

museum component (Figure 9), and a new 16-story tower adjacent to B Division will house the 



rest of the hotel rooms in nine of its levels (Webb 2016). The existing B Division prison chapel 

will be reused as a function area for events. Construction commenced to fill in the yards of D 

Division, and in the cleared space between the A and B Divisions (Figure 10), as well as the former 

new hospital site (Contour et al. 2014). The Hospital, E Division, and F Division are all names of 

one of the earliest buildings on the entire prison complex site. Built in 1858, the F Division is of 

primary heritage significance a rare surviving example of early Nineteenth-Century prison 

buildings (Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd. 2016b). Besides its materialistic preservation, the fate of the 

building is not yet clear until the date of writing these words, where it is only mentioned that the 

building will be adaptively reused in a way that will complement the broader use of the area as a 

tourist precinct in Contour et al. (2014). HMPP’s preserved buildings are being reused and 

integrated into a boutique hotel, wine bars, cafés, convenience retail, and offices (Contour et al. 

2014). No longer is it Pentridge Prison, but Pentridge Piazza. An increasing number of the 

Victorian population are now calling the grim and imposing HMPP home, office and mall (Brook 

2015). 

 

Figure 9. An artist’s impression of the boutique Hotel in B Division. Image in Webb (2016). 



 

Figure 10. Mixed-use development taking place between the A&B Divisions. Image by Waled 

Shehata 

Coburg 

Expeditious development of Pentridge Piazza was not limited to the gaol’s boundary, but 

also extended outside. Coburg Activity Centre outlined in Figure 4 shows that HMPP is now 

surrounded by a range of land uses (Contour et al. 2014). Starting with infill residential subdivision 

mostly of townhouses aligned to the prison’s wall (Figure 11), residential development now covers 

most of the east of the former prison complex to Merri Creek; a land that once belonged to the 

prison complex (Figure 12). Other land uses include commercial uses along the Sydney Road spine 

and other arterial roads; community/institutional uses including the City of Moreland’s civic 

precinct on Bell Street east of Sydney Road and several schools and colleges; and vast public open 

space reserves including Coburg Lake Reserve. Melbourne’s suburbs have indeed been targeted 

for urban consolidation targets by 2030 (Buxton and Scheurer 2005), and Coburg’s empty lands 

and voids lie within the council’s planning schemes for densification. 



 

Figure 11. Houses intimately built right outside the bluestone east walls of Pentridge. Image by 

Waled Shehata 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of satellite imagery of the east side of Pentridge’s site November 2000 

(left) to September 2019 (right). Images adapted after Google Earth Pro. 

Discussion 

After more than two decades of its decommissioning, and despite the spread of modern 

developments in and around HMPP that are being promoted as modern, comfortable, and neat in 

a complete metamorphosis to what used to exist there, the conversion of HMPP remains under-



investigated. The following discussion intends not to justify HMPP’s transformation, but to both 

theoretically and practically discuss it’s ‘uncomfortableness’, and to extend the related debate on 

that matter. Previous arguments about repurposing Australia’s gaols were first initiated in the 

literature review by Shehata et al. (2018). The paper in hand only pivots a few theoretical 

standpoints from their study, which are valid in the case of HMPP and builds upon other 

observations that confound its transformation. The following standpoints are ordered subjectively 

in descending order according to their impact as perceived by the authors. 

Real estate value 

Neighbourhoods around gaols are usually denied investments and therefore represent a 

hidden symbiosis of decay. According to Pratt (2003), while in operation, areas around prisons 

had themselves become imprisoned. HMPP reflects this phenomenon, as it represents a powerful 

symbol of evil and grimness (Shehata et al. 2020). Despite being located near civic symbols of 

good, while being operational, it is reported a few times in Broome (1988) to have negatively 

affected the property and land prices in its neighbourhood. Influencing real estate prices may 

resonate with the conservation outcomes of the 1996 Pentridge Conservation Management Plan 

(CMP), which discouraged the integration of the site with the surrounding urban fabric. According 

to an updated CMP prepared for Pentridge’s northern section in 2016 almost two decades after 

HMPP’s closure, the old CMP of 1996 had to be reviewed partially due to its limitations in terms 

of providing ways of developing the site (Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd. 2016a). The new strategy eases 

the restrictions and recommends the integration of the site with the surrounding urban fabric as the 

optimum socio-planning solution for the site. With the rise in property values near Melbourne’s 

CBD, changing the strategy of dealing with dark heritage sites like HMPP from conservative reuse 

to exploitive developments sounds economically pragmatic (Wilson 2005; Shehata et al. 2018). 



Additionally, as theorised by Koster and Rouwendal (2012), developments offering diversified 

uses and more density of employment positively correlate with property prices, an effect which 

may have happened in Coburg after 15 years from the start of its transformation. 

Increasing of property values 

In addition to the proximity to the CBD and offering a vibrant lifestyle, evidence suggests 

that decommissioning HMPP, the source of discomfort to Coburg, has caused a frenzied rate of 

local development. Coburg has been in the hot-zone for urban consolidation of Melbourne since 

the 1970s (Broome 1987). Figure 13 shows that until 1989, Coburg’s ‘house’ prices were among 

the twenty lowest median-priced Melbourne suburbs with a score of AUD 120,000, slightly less 

than of the whole of Melbourne AUD 135,000 (Swinburne Institute for Social Research 2000; 

Abelson and Chung 2005). Coburg’s house median sales prices showed an increase somewhere in 

the late 1990s. This increase was not only to exceed Melbourne’s median house prices in 2000 

onwards but also to surpass the median of house prices of the State of Victoria significantly. 

Indicated high profitability of the residential developments in and around HMPP’s edges was 

coupled with its time of closure, which could mean that the end of an uncomfortable node in the 

suburb caused an increase of revenues from developments. Less related to HMPP’s dark history, 

announcing mixed-use development in the late 1990s may have also contributed to the increase in 

property values around its lands.  



 

Figure 13. Comparison of Median’ House’ Prices of Victoria, Melbourne, and Coburg. Graph by 

authors based on data in Abelson and Chung (2005); (State Government of Victoria 2019); and 

Swinburne Institute for Social Research (2000) and published in Shehata et al. (2020). 

A counter-argument 

Opposing evidence suggests that despite the general increase of property prices in Coburg, 

HMPP’s darkness at the heart of Coburg still prevails. Shehata et al. (2020) showed that residential 

properties that are on the development site of the former gaol, houses and units that are within the 

visibility range to the gaol had a notable reduction in prices in property transactions. Shehata’s 

research was done in the period starting in January 2015 until mid-2019, which indicates that 

visibility of the former gaol’s features are still contributing to the general discomfort of inhabitants 

even after more than two decades of its full closure and overweights any positive effects of the 

new development taking place on its land. Confirming this result, properties lying outside that 

visibility range of HMPP show a relative increase in prices. Such inverse impact may imply that 

once the direct visibility of the gaol diminishes, redevelopment on the former gaol’s site appears 



to have created an appealing reputation for the convenience of Coburg’s residents. 

Architectural manifestations 

Australian prisons are instantaneously recognizable among world-wide carceral sites by 

both their townscape style and architecture. Specifically, HMPP’s architectural style is so close to 

Berkshire County Gaol (Figure 14) in England, classified by Pratt (2003) as Neo-Gothic style 

following a Gothic revivalism period. Both are castle-like structures seen as walls interrupted by 

watchtowers and pediments, dungeons and towers, spires, flying buttresses, battlements, gables, 

perpendicular windows, tri-cornered towers, turrets, and extravagant gargoyles, often on top of 

green hills and near town centres (Pratt 2003; Witcomb 2012; Casella and Fennelly 2016; Dalton 

2017). Surprisingly, such grandeur in both town and building scales have exerted counter 

influences on the public. Gothic architecture of prisons was influential in attracting visitors to 

towns (Turner 2016). Also, as early as the late 18th century (Howard 1777), and down to the 19th 

century (Pratt 2003), claims arose that castle-like gaols had pompous and magnificent fronts and 

appeared like triumphs and palaces of the rich. According to Pratt (2003), Gothic revivalism 

conveyed the impression of luxury and extravagance and made a striking addition to the 

architectural beauties of cities. Confirming Pratt’s opinion, the Society for the Improvement of 

Prison Discipline in England wrote: 

… it has indeed been the aim of some architects to rank prisons among the most splendid 

buildings in the city or town where they have been erected, by a lavish and improvident 

expenditure of the public money in external decoration, and frequently at the sacrifice of 

internal convenience. Some prisons, injudiciously constructed, present a large extent of 

elevation next the public road or street: an opportunity was then afforded for the architect to 

display his talent, in the style and embellishment of the exterior. (Society for the Improvement 

of Prison Discipline 1826, p. 36) 



 

Figure 14. Berkshire County Gaol in 1844. Source: Enemies of the State (2013), Courtesy of 

Reading Central Library. 

Not only historically did society admire the heritage architecture of gaols, but it is a 

perception that continues today. In the 21st century, with the modern sensibility in city 

architecture, the Neo-gothic architectural features of gaols take on ‘romantic’ nuances that inherent 

(quasi-) medieval forms (Wilson 2011). More specifically, in the case of HMPP, “its aesthetic 

significance derives from its monumental scale and austere Classical style [perhaps more accurate 

to say Neo-Gothic], expressive of the requirements of containment and order” (Victorian Heritage 

Register 1998). Not only its architectural features but also the abundant use of ashlar bluestone set 

HMPP’s picturesque effect according to the listed site’s statement of significance. While not 

underestimating its uncomfortableness, the continuous fascination of HMPP’s architecture may 

have contributed to the acceptability of its integration into Coburg’s urban fabric. 

Professional criticism to the architectural design of HMPP’s development focus on the 

aesthetics such as ‘uninspiring design which is not responsive to the site’ by Felicity Watson, The 

National Trust’s senior community advocate; and that it ‘looks terrible’ by Michael Buxton, 



Professor of Environment and Planning at RMIT – both quoted in Brook (2015). However, these 

critiques may have overlooked the effect of mixing contemporary designs with old fabric in 

reducing the site’s uncomfortableness and making it reusable. Softening the Neo-Gothic 

architecture of HMPP with light glass and steel structures is indeed a new way to reduce 

uncomfortableness. 

In the past few decades, Starchitects explored the spectacular, the exceptional, and the 

unusual in counter-direction trends of architecture, one of which is ‘preservation’ (Koolhaas 2014). 

Preservation, as Koolhaas calls it or ‘counterpreservation’ as Sandler (2011) prefers, has become 

a trend in design which refits ruins to add a touch of roughness in an ‘ultra-chic,’ exciting, and 

‘picturesque’ manner to an otherwise dull modern, sanitized, controlled, and commercial 

architecture. Not only for the tourists but also city dwellers, the mix of contemporary and historic 

architecture in the adaptive reuse of heritage gaols also plays a significant role in the perceived 

sense of comfort (Sandler 2011). According to Gregory and Witcomb (2007) and Leibowitz 

(2008), contemporary style in heritage interpretation confronts the past and its details. It can result 

in a reconstitution of a third kind of space – neither untouched memorial nor new structure, but a 

hybrid. Developers who are currently deploying the former prison’s architecture are cleverly 

utilizing this architectural trend for the marketing material of their developments (Figure 14), 

creating a new identity for HMPP (Contour et al. 2014), which is less dark and more friendly. 



 

Figure 15. A screenshot of the developer’s website showing contemporary buildings with 

Pentridge’s Tower and Divisions in the background. Source: Shayher Group (n.d) 

Commemoration 

Commemoration, such as presentations, discussions, consultations, and dialogues, is the 

recommended strategy by experts for dealing with heritage gaols of Australia (Wilson 2008). 

Unlike repurposing other typologies of heritage buildings (such as residential, commercial, 

educational) and due to the difficult emotions attached, commemoration activities of former gaols 

shall not abide by exclusive objectives set by some, but rather form a representative and inclusive 

sample of the gaol’s history (Witcomb 2012; Katz 2017; Menzies 2017). This intensive research 

and associated work consume ‘time and resources,’ two things developers are usually not willing 

to sacrifice, especially that commemoration methods may not align with the ‘erase and forget’ 

aims of profit-driven developers. 

Calls for quick and easy healing from the uncomfortableness of social memories ask society 

to put aside their nostalgic emotions and think of neoliberal solutions of how to boost the local 



economy – called the Potemkin Village analogy (Nagle 2012). In that direction, the developer, 

Shayher Group (SG), declares that the new development ‘effortlessly’ integrates the new functions 

into the site’s existing heritage assets (The Urban Developer 2017). Despite seemingly efficient, 

cutting corners in commemoration activities may be evident in the case of HMPP’s morphosis. 

Hamel-Green (2014) attacks SG’s proposals for demolishing H Division wing of Victoria’s most 

notorious prisoners to build an access road for new high-rise apartment blocks. Hamel-Green 

argues that H Division’s walls have important stories of Supermax prisoners to tell. Not only the 

stories of notorious criminals that captures the public imagination but also – perhaps more 

importantly – stories of suffering, pain, resilience, compassion, courage, and redemption. It is 

worth mentioning that despite Jika Jika and H Divisions are listed as buildings with ‘Primary 

Significance’ in the CMP of 1996, both got demolished as part of the development. 

Inconsistency is evident from the local community’s standpoint regarding erasing the 

‘grim’ HMPP, or at least in favour of its dramatic transformation. On the one hand, SG claims that 

‘the majority’ of the local community supports the development (The Urban Developer 2017). Yet, 

Mann, as cited in Wood (2017), claims that ‘many’ people feel that the development is extreme, 

and much has been lost of HMPP. Supporting the same, Wilson (2005) canvased the feelings and 

opinions of HMPP’s neighbours regarding the former gaol in her research. Her results encountered 

that the same population who have been voting for HMPP out of Coburg are showing a very 

significant degree of ambivalence towards the decision to wipe-out the gaol and develop the land 

it stands on. Confirming Wilson’s results almost 12 years later, Wood (2017) evidenced diverse 

opinions of the development. 

This apparent degree of ambivalence may have been caused by the fact that HMPP’s 

redevelopment came very shortly after its closure (Mann 2017), which did not allow 



commemoration efforts or any community consultation on redevelopment plans in the project’s 

earlier stages. Shehata et al. (2018) explained that timely decisions of reusing old gaols put the 

voices calling for commemoration in front of hardly changeable reality. Heritage activists and local 

communities found themselves face to face with bulldozers of real-estate developers who were 

determined to have a decent return on their investment (Wilson 2004). Negotiations had room only 

for real estate while eliminating important, less profitable narratives (Hamel-Green 2014) 

associated with the site’s penal history. Despite that the sale of HMPP’s site was promised by the 

planning minister Justin Madden to be accompanied by a museum, this promise was a smart way 

to mollify heritage organizations. The result is a mixed-use development with less regard to 

memory preservation, and less sympathy attributed to HMPP’s dark history (Wilson 2005; Mann 

2017) even after 20 years of its closure (Brook 2015). 

Carlton (2007) makes another point about the State quickly selling and eliminating the 

embarrassing past. Carlton’s book condemns institutional violence against Supermax prisoners, 

and more importantly, the deliberate intention to erase any evidence of it. Perhaps the peak of the 

state denial is that a five-star hotel is to rise from the rubble of the Jika Jika site where five men 

died in a protest and fire in 1987. Carlton argues that branding a housing development on the same 

site that witness state-brutal actions and that refashioning the embarrassing history of HMPP is not 

just a political decision, but a moral one. The voice of Minogue Minogue (2009) and his fellow 

prisoners of the Jika Jika at the time it was destined for closure called for rethinking the reuse 

decision: “There are some things I don’t think you should make a profit from [pointing to the 

bluestone walls of Pentridge]” a prisoner of Jika Jika, 1994, in (Minogue 2009, p. 411). 



Unclear fate of Aboriginal heritage 

Aboriginal people have had associations with the land of HMPP in both pre and post-

European contact. However, the current presentation efforts of the pre-contact Aboriginal heritage 

in the location of HMPP are unclear and predominantly overruled by the scale of the new 

development. As early as the same time of HMPP’s closure in 1997, undertaken fieldwork 

indicated that there are no Aboriginal archaeological links on HMPP land. The report concluded 

that the proposed development would not impact upon any pre-contact Aboriginal archaeological 

sites, despite that in a contradictory statement, the Pre-Contact Aboriginal Heritage Study in 2010 

finds the construction of the housing site to be violating a sacred open space that was still available 

while HMPP was in operation (Terra Culture Heritage Consultants & Moreland City Council 

2010). 

In regard to the post-contact Aboriginal heritage in HMPP, Aboriginals were found to have 

links to its history. In addition to the Native Police, Aboriginal people were also employed at 

HMPP in the Twentieth Century. Some of the Aboriginal workers at HMPP in the 1990s include 

Reg Blow, Muddy Waters, Carmel Barry and Jacqui Stewart, and had contributed significantly to 

the welfare of Aboriginal prisoners (Goulding Heritage Consulting pty ltd 2006). Nonetheless, 

many Aboriginal men and women have been incarcerated at HMPP. The fate of some of them was 

death in custody and in the fire at Jika as per one Aboriginal prisoner called Joe Narbaluk in 

Goulding Heritage Consulting pty ltd (2006). Another Aboriginal prisoner at HMPP was the artist, 

Ronald Bull, who is considered to be one of the most important Aboriginal artists of south-eastern 

Australia and whose work had a significant influence on later Aboriginal artists. During the 1960s, 

Ronald Bull painted a mural3 depicting an Aboriginal encampment (Figure 16) while serving time 

 
3 The mural is listed under the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR) with number 7822-1057, 

and simultaneously carry Historical Association as a Monument with a reference Id 10.2-2 (Spry 2020). 



at HMPP’s F Division (Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd. 2016b). Bull was known as a landscape artist, and 

the mural is significant in its depiction of an Aboriginal scene. 

Up until 2006, the report by Goulding Heritage Consulting pty ltd (2006) defined two main 

gaps in investigating and presenting the post-contact as part of the site’s ongoing transformation. 

Goulding recommended further investigations of the Aboriginal people who were incarcerated at 

HMPP in its early days, and the production of Aboriginal history of HMPP can inform the future 

management of the site and complement the existing management framework. Excavations in 1997 

found no traces to Aboriginal burials in the prison cemetery despite many reported death in custody 

cases (Terra Culture Heritage Consultants & Moreland City Council 2010; Mann 2017). The same 

fieldwork concluded that there is no evidence associating the Native Police to where they were 

stationed in Pentridge Stockade, despite that a point in the southern land of HMPP is currently 

listed for the same reason under the Historical Reference Id 5.3-5, Zone 55 (Spry 2020). 

Unfortunately, this listing was made after the site got surrounded by apartment buildings (Figure 

17). Finally, the fate of the F Division where the mural by Ronald Bull’s sits is undetermined as 

late in the development’s progress of 2014. The masterplan by the developers states that an 

Archaeological assessment ‘is’ being undertaken (Contour et al. 2014, p. 12), and the website of 

the developer left the building’s adaptive reuse scenario unexplained until the moment of writing 

(Shayher Group n.d). The access to reports of Aboriginal Heritage in Victoria is bound by paid 

permits, and thus, more accurate understanding of future plans presenting this side of HMPP’s 

story in the new development is inaccessible. 



 

Figure 16. The 'Ronald Bull' mural in 'F' Division. Photo credit: Katinka Strolch, provided by 

Coburg Historical Society. Published with permission. 

 

Figure 17. Location of archaeological evidence associating the Native Police to Pentridge 

Stockade. Image adapted after Panorama image by nearmaps; location provided by Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Register and Information System (ACHRIS). 



Young generations 

This section claims that youth, more than any other age group, are able to overcome the 

uncomfortableness of former prisons; that is to live in, and around the former HMPP, at least now 

it is closed. Fleetwood and Turner (2017) revealed an underworld penal tourism fashion in which 

young westerns adventurers – including Australians – visit operational gaols for days in Latin 

America, in a trip where they share with prisoners their cells, meals, alcohol, and drugs and party. 

Their trips are not officially acknowledged by the State and cost the youth a fortune for bribing 

prison officials. Sleeping for a few nights in in-operation prisons ticks many of the boxes of 

backpacker ideology: prisons are not on-city-tour maps; meeting prisoners demonstrate open-

mindedness; as an uncommodified experience, prison carries a degree of authenticity. These brave 

guests are looking for an ‘unfriendly, unheated, and uncomfortable’ place to stay (Turner 2016). 

Those youth are characterized to be open-minded, wanting to meet new people for intense 

interactions, and wanting to go ‘off the beaten track’ in an unusual and uncommercialized touristic 

experience. For this generation, living in sites of former HMPP does not require overcoming great 

psychological obstacles. 

Perhaps of greater relevance, a closer look at the distribution of Coburg’s demography 

strongly justifies the general acceptance of living in the vicinity of HMPP. “Coburg's housing is 

currently being gentrified” Broome (1987, p. 337). Old working-class residents of Coburg were 

being replaced by young professionals looking for cheap but charming old houses close to the city; 

a process accelerated by the development of the former HMPP land (The School of Historical & 

Philosophical Studies 2008).  In 2016, the second-largest percentage of the suburb’s residents were 



Independent Youth4 (Figure 18), while holding the population’s median age of 35, compared to 

37 for all Victoria and 38 for the whole of Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2017). Trying 

to be careful not to generalize, now it seems more rational that young generations in Australia, 

who are seeking a less-intense experience than their counterparts staying in gaols of Latin America, 

find it slightly adventurous to live in a former gaol site. For them, it is an exciting and culturally 

unconventional lifestyle that surpasses the senses of uncomfortableness, darkness, and unrest. 

 

Figure 18. Demographics of Coburg in 2016. Reproduced with permission of Experian Australia 

Pty Limited. 

Naming 

Developers seeking a return on investment, usually change the original names of former 

gaols to tongue-in-cheek names to reduce the trauma of their past (Wilson 2008; Joseph et al. 

2013) and increase the acceptance of adapting them for reuse (Shehata et al. 2018). Deliberate 

hiding of a significant segment of the place’s history resulted in a place devoid of its essence and 

 

4 Independent Youth is defined as: Couples, Singles and Homesharers under 35 years old. 



authenticity. The developers of HMPP’s site are doing the same to its reminescent. Changing the 

name from ‘Her Majesty’s Prison’ Pentridge to ‘The Pentridge Village’ or ‘The Pentridge Piazza’ 

is one of these strategies. In addition, real estate websites do not fully announce the place’s history. 

A random sample of 500 houses and units in Coburg lying in and intimately around the borders of 

HMPP, the sale advertisement on CoreLogic did not turn out any keyword of former ‘Prison,’ 

‘Gaol,’ or ‘Penal institution.’ Few authors argued that HMPP’s redevelopment cannot defeat the 

darkness of its site no matter names got hidden or changed. 

Remarkably, the new development is continued to be known as ‘Pentridge’ despite the 

meanings associated with the name. The developers acknowledge that the bold and powerful brand 

name of Pentridge gives a historical background to the site, adding depth and distinctive layer to 

it (Contour et al. 2014). Another evidence that the developers are not able to completely erase the 

place’s associated name memory, road names of the new masterplan were not assigned in the 

design proposal. There appears to be an anti-erase movement among the project stakeholders, a 

one that pressures to preserve a portion of the site’s history as manifested in names.  

Weak connection to convict settlement 

The dominant historical narrative throughout the latter half of the 20th century claims that 

Australia’s convict origins were a source of ambiguity (Casella and Fennelly 2016). According to 

Wilson (2011), connections to incarcerated ancestors (including Indigenous Australians) used to 

cause a highly unusual relationship with Australia’s carceral past. Individual Australians had 

reason to psychologically feel a specific notion of imprisonment as a shameful side of their national 

identity, and thus feel uncomfortable with gaols. 

Despite all of its uncomfortable history as a penal facility, HMPP was far from being 



related to convict colonies (Lynn and Armstrong 1996). History reveals that even shortly after the 

establishment of the first convict barracks in Melbourne in 1838, convicts who were used as cheap 

labour were withdrawn back to Sydney by 1843 around seven years before the construction of 

Stockade at Pentridge. Avoiding historical connections to convict heritage places, HMPP was far 

from the long-perceived shameful convict past of Australia (Nicholas and Shergold 1989). Being 

listed as a State-level heritage site (Victorian Heritage Register 1998) also implicitly places HMPP 

in a relatively low-darkness level as described by Stone (2006); Hartmann (2014); Shehata et al. 

(2018) when compared to convict settlements that are listed as World-Heritage Sites such as Port 

Arthur and Fremantle Prisons. Such a moderate position of gaols on the spectrum of the dark 

tourism sites creates more chances of HMPP’s recovery and reusing its site for new purposes. 

Growing sympathy 

Modern societies picture offenders as the most threatening, most apparent outsider group, 

for whom the common lack of empathy by the public dictated by unspoken words that they should 

be subjected to the most severe conditions, and in hidden locations behind walls and far from cities 

(Pratt 2003; Hancock and Jewkes 2011). However, HMPP, as well as other Australian gaols, 

incarcerated not only ‘murderers or rapists,’ but also petty criminals. Recent interpretations of 

HMPP show that the bluestone walls afflicted so many generations of prisoners, as some 

imprisoned for actions are no longer seen as crimes. Hamel-Green (2014) interviewed a young 

man for pre-parole who had been given a four-year sentence for a ‘homosexual liaison’. In his 

book about HMPP’s people, Mann (2017) interviewed – an earlier but similar case – Noel Tovey, 

who at the age of 17, found himself in a cell in HMPP awaiting trial for the ‘abominable act of 

buggery’ in 1951. One evening in his cell, an officer raped him. Noel attempted suicide in his D 

Division cell soon after. Sixty years later, Victoria introduced legislation to expunge the criminal 



record of people convicted under anti-homosexual laws, long after HMPP had closed on its 

memories. In Mann’s book, Noel gives an insight into the thoughts of boys who were regularly 

abused sexually for protection, food, or money; he became their voices decades later. Other 

resources describe the deprived life other low-profile, less popular, conciliatory prisoners had 

inside HMPP (see for example Wilson’s brother in Wilson 2005, as well as the Aboriginal artist 

Ronald Bull in Bryce Raworth Pty Ltd 2016), something to which greater sense of empathy is felt 

day after day. This change in emotion is likely to pardon some of the grimness attached to HMPP’s 

bluestone walls in the minds of the local community, especially that most of these stories saw the 

light after the gaol was closed, and during its extreme transformation.  

A sense of home 

It is very tempting to see sprawling prison complexes as a convenient solution to housing 

pressures, but they are complex cultural landscapes with painful, living histories. (The 

National Trust’s senior community advocate, Felicity Watson, in Brook 2015) 

Despite Watson’s opinion, there is a high potential of converting former gaols to 

contemporary houses (Galford and Peek 2015) and hotels (Turner 2016). Galford and Peek (2015) 

justified reusing gaol as contemporary houses within the historic built environment. They argue 

that former gaols constituted housing for the people that lived there, embodying both history and 

memory, and resembling the same quality which Watson saw painful: their ‘livable’ nature. 

Galford and Peek (2015) adopt the point of view of Comfort (2002) that each prisoner’s family 

life inhabited three zones of housing: the prisoner’s environment within the walls, the family’s 

house outside the walls, and the prison visitation centre that inhabited a hybrid space between the 

first two. Wilson (2005) validated this point of view when she was visiting her brother in HMPP 

and described his life within the gaol as an actual ‘home,’ despite not wanting to be there. Living 



somewhere and considering this place home is not necessarily the same thing, but HMPP’s cells 

were considered – at least among a few prisoners and visitors – like home. 

Turner (2016) explored how penal locations exist as a form of dark tourism, paying 

particular attention to how former sites of incarceration have been transformed into boutique hotels 

and museums such as Oxford Castle in England. When a hotel and museum exist simultaneously, 

an amalgamation of education and entertainment is created —otherwise known as ‘edutainment.’ 

Turner warns that this mix in the case of old gaols has few impacts, among them is significantly 

lightening the ‘dark’ aspect of dark tourism. As expressed by Turner (2016, p. 128), “In the luxury 

prison hotels, the absence of the mundane and vernacular aspects of carceral life combines with 

the privileging of original architecture over other spatial considerations to create an amnesiac 

effect.” This effect hides danger and the grimness of prison life, replacing them with an impression 

of a soft environment, or at the very least a relaxed simulation of the harsh realities of incarceration. 

Hotel guests associate negative elements of their stays with their own assumptions of the standards 

within the prison itself. Scathing criticism arouses when any measurable comparison of the current 

hotel to the uncomfortable, grim, and dirty past that they are supposed to have left behind. As an 

example, one of the guests who stayed in Oxford Gaol Hotel mocked the lousy service he received 

during his stay in one of the prison’s old cells and resembled it to the former incarnation. Turner 

(2016) concludes that prison hotels ultimately convert evidence of the harsh life of the prisoners 

into a sort of ‘Dracula’s House’ effect, and the commercial side of it is aware that this kind of life 

appeals to many for a few nights. Indeed, the new hotel in B Division is not operational yet, but 

the effect of normalizing the uncomfortable effect of its history will eventually occur. 



Artists and the ‘different’ 

Prisoners were not necessarily uncomfortable, as history tells us. For example, Foucault et 

al. (2017) explained that the prisoners might not have always shown to have suffered in prisons; 

for a few prisoners, more extended sentence periods were desired. Unlike what is allowed and even 

encouraged now, earlier communities did not offer any opportunities for the ‘different’ at that time 

to produce ethnic, musical, and other performing forms of art. ‘Artists’ were far from being called 

so back in the 18th and 19th Centuries when historic gaols were built. Amid the industrial 

revolution, many artists were not part of the productive and industrial society and were perceived 

as a liability. Even the most talented ones were flagged as mentally ill, not merely different or 

creative. Being an artist back in those days would have caused a public rejection, leading them to 

what Foucault et al. (2017) calls ‘non-dangerous thieves,’ i.e., stealing the bare minimum to 

survive. With the court system not digging the root of the problem, artists were locked up behind 

bars for their minor thefts. Perhaps, hard beds and bread behind walls were better than starvation 

outside. Nonetheless, if a psychiatric assessment was involved, the ‘different’ could have also been 

locked in asylums for life, making the prison sentence of a few years a preferable option. 

With no systematic documentation of the experiences of artists and whether they have 

found refuge in HMPP, it is impossible to claim that being imprisoned in there was a preferred 

option for all of those who could not make a living outside. There is one case that triggered this 

argument. Jack Charles, a former prisoner in HMPP and an artist, declares that he thought that life 

was better in Pentridge than surviving on the outside where he was homeless (Mann 2017). Charles 

is one of the main ‘voices’ in Mann’s book, where he documented stories of many of HMPP’s 

former staff and prisoners. Despite being one of Australia’s most widely respected Indigenous 

stage and film actors in the 1970s, Charles could not make enough living and used to break into 



houses. Charles said “[While] in gaol [referring to Pentridge], I had a good bed, four walls around 

me, books, and smokes. I was often comfortable in gaol” (Mann 2017, p. 107). Of course, as per 

Charles’ description, such comfort was felt occasionally. Charles’s feeling was not based on a 

‘softer’ or ‘prettier’ gaol, but a case of the availability of basic needs. The comfort referred to by 

Charles is – for a very limited extent – an argument justifying the habitability of HMPP’s grounds 

for centuries to come. 

Reflection 

HMPP is not the only prison in Australia trying to find a new role once all the prisoners 

have left, and reusing heritage gaols is not a weird nor abnormal phenomenon internationally. After 

all, former prisons are just brick, stone, and mortar, which can be reused into new useful purposes 

for their conservation as listed in Australia ICOMOS (2013, article 14). However, rendering gaols, 

specifically HMPP, as something purely historical loses many of its worth preserving layers of 

uncomfortableness. It is a very contemporary place of incarceration – current in most people’s 

memory. Uncomfortable heritage gaols hold unique characteristics making any process for their 

conservation and reuse a task that should be carefully planned and implemented. This case study 

presents a glimpse of HMPP’s dark history, the highlights of its adaptive reuse and redevelopment, 

followed by a critical discussion of a few aspects surrounding its transformation. These aspects 

are not intended to justify the change of use, but rather to extend previous discussions surrounding 

HMPP’s metamorphosis. 

It can be concluded that the development of HMPP’s site, one of Victoria’s oldest 

architectural structures and according to its statement of significance, a chief entity of the State’s 

social history, has resulted in the appropriation of significant components of the dark memories 



associated with not only the gaol’s fabric but also spaces among and beyond its established borders 

such as sacred places of the Aboriginal community. Such repurposing came at a high cost. The 

spread of commercially based developments on this uncomfortable site came from the developers’ 

interest, with the State’s quick approval, and have jeopardized the site’s authenticity. Reusing 

Australian gaols cannot be treated as refurbishing a boutique store. This discussion does not 

conclude that HMPP was treated as a boutique store, but claims that an ethical lesson has been 

overlooked; the lesson that we should be bound to each other in empathy, bound to its complicated 

past in solidarity and not through an opportunity for profiteering. What can be confirmed is that 

further investigation is required about the socio-urban and architectural developments of HMPP. 

For instance, discussions of the relationship between new services part of the development (e.g., 

retail outlets, coffee shops), housing, and the museum are worth extending. There is a massive, yet 

unrevealed, potential of HMPP’s memory now more than two decades since its decommissioning 

and continuous site’s exploitation and perhaps re-writing the history of the site. 
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